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Our Context

Expecting the Unexpected
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? What impact will vaccines have?

? Will we have herd immunity or partial herd 
immunity?

? Will borders between states normalise?

? Will we have to rethink our “federalist model”?

? What will happen with China trade tensions?

? What does the confusing US context mean for 
us?

? Will inflation re-emerge?

? What will happen to Australia with dramatically 
reduced immigration?

? What does a lower cost of capital mean for 
investment?

? How will our supply chains change?

? Can we sell what we have to other countries?

? How fast can green technologies become 
economically viable and stable to support a low 
carbon economy?

? AND…… So much more

Uncertainty is the new normal
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The real challenge, of course, is that many of the answers to the above questions interact with each other
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❑ On 16th January, 2021 the Economist led with an article titled “The Roaring 20s – Towards a New Era of 
Innovation”

❑ The argument was that governments and companies have been dragging their feet on real innovation over 
the last 10 years because of a focus on short-term results

❑ Yet, the COVID crisis has created an opportunity for the promise of innovation to actually be realised with 
companies around the world now displaying a willingness to reorganise and invest for a long-term future

❑ This encompasses

But we might just be seeing the emergence of a new age of productivity
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Supporting this opportunity are trends such as 

Rapid biomedical 
developments inspired by need 

(COVID)
Accelerating progress in AI

Continued investment in 
alternative energy sources

R&D – global spending is accelerating and government is investing in pure science again

The application of already available technologies

The reorganisation of our enterprises and institutions for 

• Resilience – being both fortified and adaptable

• Modernity – structures and processes that use new technologies effectively
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❑ Towards the end of WW1 the Spanish Flu 
emerged as a deadly pandemic which 
targeted the apparently young and healthy

❑ It was devasting and a cruel tragedy 
following on so quickly from the mass deaths 
of the Great War

❑ Yet after the pandemic had subsided there 
was a renewed sense of optimism, and a 
spark in economic and social activity known 
as the Roaring Twenties

❑ The energy released affected science, the 
arts and the economy

❑ Some believe that the 2020s could repeat 
that pattern as we emerge from the global 
pandemic – there could be a new release of 
passion, energy and optimism

❑ Others believe that long-term damage will 
have been done to our economies and our 
social infrastructure (e.g. lockdowns being 
applied as a result of policy errors further 
undermine faith in our some of our 
institutions)

Is it even possible to have the Roaring Twenties?
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Health sciences such as RNA 
technologies

Space travel – which traditionally leads 
to a raft of breakthrough technologies

AI and Big Data – we have only just 
scratched the surface

Automation – more robots in both 
hardware and software

Digital customer engagement accelerates

Meanwhile…

▪ The likes of Elon Musk, Richard Branson and 
(at home) Andrew Forrest are creating 
enormous excitement and providing role 
models for aspirational change – even if they 
generate as much criticism as praise

▪ Abundant sources of funding are driving 
both increased Private Equity activity (and 
it’s endeavours to make companies more 
productive) but also increased Venture 
Funding for the early stages of investment

Where might this play out?

6
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❑ Investor expectations might well drive corporate behaviour towards innovation

❑ Already it is clear that you can do much more than just invest in FAANGs (Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix 
and Google) to get innovation

❑ ARK is a fund manager with listed funds that invest in companies that drive “disruptive innovation”

It is no longer true that “innovation” just means FAANG
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ARK defines ‘‘disruptive innovation’’ as the introduction of 
a technologically enabled new product or service that 
potentially changes the way the world works.

Companies within ARK Innovation include those that rely 
on, or benefit from, the development of new products or 
services, technological improvements, and advancements in 
scientific research relating to the areas of:

• DNA technologies (‘‘Genomic Revolution”)

• Industrial innovation in energy, automation and 
manufacturing (‘‘Industrial Innovation’’)

• Increased use of shared technology, infrastructure and 
services (‘‘Next Generation Internet”)

• Technologies that make financial services more efficient 
(‘‘Fintech Innovation’’)

Catherine Wood is CEO and Chief Investment Officer
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❑ To tweak the orbit of an asteroid’s moon that is nearly 
as big as a stadium, America’s NASA plans to launch a 
car-sized craft to smash into it the following year

❑ NASA also plans an un-crewed flight around the Moon

❑ NASA will work with space agencies in Canada and 
Europe on the launch of the James Webb Space 
Telescope, the biggest and priciest ever

❑ India may put three astronauts into orbit.

❑ India and Russia aim to launch lunar landers

❑ China will begin launching parts of its next and biggest 
space station, Tiangong-3.

For example – 2021 is going to be a big year in space

8

Source: Economist, Nov 2020
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❑ New “gene savvy” approaches to medicine from vaccines to cancer treatments

For example – health sciences are experiencing a new dawn
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Digital medicine for 
diagnosing, monitoring 

and even delivering care

New models accelerating, 
such as radiologist working 

from home centres

Massive supply chain shifts as 
countries consider their 

“medical security”

New processes for “mass 
vaccination”

The application of science to 
what we eat – e.g. growing 

meat in a petri dish
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So, what are leading businesses and institutions doing now?

Carpe Diem
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Well many are taking the opportunity to become more resilient 
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Fortifying the organisation Increasing organisational 
adaptability

This is done in a similar way to that 
considered for specific risks, but now you 

are thinking about much more generic 
strategies such as having reserve cash -

because money buys you time

When faced with an unexpected challenge 
the organisation can develop and 

implement plans to survive, even thrive –
agility and adaptability are forms of 

resilience
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The examples that follow are combinations of strategy, business model and 
operating model change
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Strategy development Business model design

Sets strategy – including mission, vision, strategic 
postures, key priorities

Defines the services, the delivery channels, the 
partners and (overall) the business economics

Determines how 
strategy and 
value is 
practically 
delivered
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❑ With a sense of drama…. 

▪ Andrew Forrest has announced a new future for Fortescue Metals 
Group – one which embraces clean energy

▪ Risking COVID (which he did catch) he did a global trip to find and 
secure opportunities in 2020 – which might come to fruition over 
the next 10 years

❑ Practically

Organisations are considering how they secure their future 10+ years from 
now 
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Organisations are seeking to create a 
“platform edge” (e.g. Kogan)

Supply chains (e.g. Australia Post) are 
restructuring to improve efficiencies such as 
automated sorting centres, digital 
investments to support supply chain design 
and optimisation (including new assets)

Supply chain changes for “near 
sourcing” is happening in small shifts 
in many industries

Retail companies (e.g. Coles) are embracing 
rapid automation which changes their models 
• Home delivery, pickup and also dramatic 

automation of supply chains

Companies like Premier Investments 
can now go global even harder with 
a successful online model 

Finance companies such as Athena
showing that radical automation in “older 
products” such as mortgages is possible
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❑ Company 1 is an industrial services provider operating multiple lines of business

❑ During COVID revenue went up, but profits did not grow commensurately

❑ After review the following became apparent 

▪ The lines-of-business operated by the enterprise did not have the synergies that were assumed

▪ It was hard to be “great at everything” – either because of capital constraints or simply management time

▪ The underlying economics of the different services were not entirely clear, leading to a tail of unprofitable customers

❑ So, the company made fundamental changes

Case Study 1: Regaining Focus
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Reduced 
business lines

Began to 
manage by 

value drivers, 
which meant 
repricing or 

exiting 
contracts

Managed 
operations 
extremely 
tightly to 
improve 

service at a 
sustainable 

cost

Consciously 
decided which 
customers they 

wanted

In other words, 
they were clear as 

to the strategy 
and operating 

model
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❑ Company 2 is a successful multinational retailer, but initially grounded in physical retail operations

❑ When COVID hit the organisation had to “hard stop” their physical retail operations

❑ The decision was made to rapidly (even aggressively) expand the online retailing presence (mirroring a 
number of US playbooks of the GFC)

❑ This meant that the organisation has had to change it’s operating model to have deep capabilities in

▪ Online retailing

▪ Logistics

▪ Predictive modelling

❑ The consequences for this organisation and the industry are deeply compelling

❑ This also implies a deeply enhanced level of international cooperation

Case study 2: Reimagining retail 
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Less reliance on 
a physical 

footprint with 
the attendant 

costs

Greater 
capability to put 
staff in nations 

from which 
talent can be 
appropriately 

sourced

Ability to offer 
“follow the sun” 

services to 
ensure 

continuous 
operations as 

required
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❑ Traditionally courts very much operated by physical presence

❑ Yet, prior to 2020 there were, in may jurisdictions, attempts to move to video-conferencing

▪ This presents less risk (e.g. moving prisoners to court and back)

▪ It reduces costs

▪ It may help reduce the stress on victims

❑ Previously it had proved challenging to get traction with video-conferencing for legal proceedings

❑ The pandemic provided a fabulous opportunity for multiple jurisdictions to go hard at conducting court 
matters via audio-visual links (because it was the only way)

Case study 3: Keeping the law working

16

Better equipment

More equipment

Investment in scheduling and court management 
systems

Training and cultural work

Process improvement

Role enhancements and new roles
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❑ This particular enterprise was producing personal breathing equipment before the pandemic

❑ The end-uses were varied, but there was a focus on the mining sector

❑ When it became apparent that personal protective equipment (PPE) for hospital use was either in short 
supply OR was inadequate in it’s design, the company saw an opportunity

❑ It determined that this equipment could be used by intensive care practitioners to dramatically reduce 
their risk of infection

❑ This was considered to be particularly important, but there was a possibility (that did not transpire) that we 
did not have enough trained practitioners to deal with the potential caseload for intensive care – a 
problem which would have been mightily exacerbated if they got ill

❑ So, the company switched its focus and purpose, through

▪ Collateral

▪ Marketing engine

▪ Sales team

Case study 4: Repurposing your product

17
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❑ One web-centric provider entered the pandemic with growing revenues, but also increasing competition 
and a heavy cost burden

❑ The company decided that it needed to “bite the bullet” to reduce complexity

▪ Marketing and account management streamlined

▪ Finance simplified

▪ Operations refined

❑ Essentially, if it was not absolutely necessary then it was removed

❑ After this stage the company started to consider how it’s model could service other needs

❑ So, expansion followed simplification

Case Study 5: Shrinking the waste, growing the core

18
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❑ This super fund announced it was replacing it’s platform to be more 

❑ In order to do so it had to deeply address it’s 
operating model

▪ Processes

▪ Partners

▪ Distribution of work

▪ Measures 

▪ Policies

▪ And more….

❑ Through a collaborative approach it has re-
imagined it’s model to be vastly more appropriate 
for an entity at scale

Case Study 6: The model leap that matters in superannuation

19

Customer centric (e.g. 
timeliness, accuracy, 
channel flexibility)

Efficient (e.g. reducing the 
administrative costs per 

member)

Adaptive (able to be adjusted and 
developed at a sustainable cost as 

the world inevitably changes)
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The four steps to a reinvigorated future
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01

02

04

03

01

02

03

04

Start with your strategy

• Reaffirm your purpose 

• Develop a strategy with bite

Design the Business model

Change or build the Operating Model 

Learn as you deploy
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So, what could you do?

Upgrading the way we think about risk

21
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Start with your strategy

22

First of all – be clear on 
your purpose – not always 
as easy at is sounds

Link purpose to the 
essentials 

• Where to play (which markets, 
which customers)?

• How to win? (which distinctive 
capabilities)?

Use the Rumelt (2011) 
strategy development 
method – challenge / policy 
/ implementation guide

Understand yourself and your 
industry such that 

• You can articulate a problem or 
opportunity – because you need 
clarity of thought

• You can articulate a policy –
because “coordinated” activity is 
a key to success

• You can build a plan – because 
strategy without implementation 
is little more than vacuous 
prognostication

BEWARE

• A strategy that works requires 
insight (internal and external) 

• It is not a laundry list

• Strategy is the child of scarcity

1

2

3
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❑ Pre-COVID trends continuing and/or accelerated ❑ And more recently

Strategy needs to take account of accelerating megatrends – as well as 
industry specific evolution
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Digital has been a priority, now even more 
so01
Data science capabilities are becoming 
essential02
Automation is becoming massively more 
attractive than offshoring03
Connected living and the internet of 
everything04
Enhanced humanity via human-machine 
synergies05

Rise of the platform economy06

Biological safety01

Supply chain security02

Conversation in forward consumption03

Working from home04

Government everywhere05
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Strategic adaptation can lead to new opportunities

2424

Same product 
different channel

Same infrastructure, 
different products

Same product 
different use

Same products, 
different infrastructure

Vineyards offering online 
courses, beauty stores 
using staff as influencers

Gin stills making hand-
sanitisers, clothing 
manufacturers making masks

Mining apparatus in 
intensive care

Amazon partnering 
with Lyft
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Next address your business model 
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Key Partners

Who are our Key Partners?

Who are our Key Suppliers?

Which Key Resources are we 
acquiring from partners?

Which Key Activities do 
partners perform?

Motivation for Partnerships

Optimisation and economy

Reduction of risk and 
uncertainty

Acquisition of particular 
resources and activities

Key Activities

What Key Activities do our 
Value Propositions require?

Our Distribution Channels?

Customer Relationship?

Revenue stream?

Categories

Production

Problem Solving

Platform/Network

Value Propositions

What value do we deliver to 
the customer?

Which one of our customer’s 
problems are we helping to 
solve?

What bundles of products 
and services are we offering 
to each Customer Segment?

Which customer needs are 
we satisfying?

Characteristics

Newness

Performance

Customisation

“Getting the Job Done”

Design

Price

Customer Relationships

What type of relationship 
does each of our Customer 
Segments expect us to 
establish and maintain with 
them?

Which ones have we 
established?

How are they integrated with 
the whole business model?

How costly are they?

Examples

Personal Assistance

Self-Service

Automated Services

Communities

Customer Segments

For whom are we creating 
value?

Who are our most important 
customers?

Mass Market

Niche Market

Segmented

Diversified

Multi-sided Platform

Key Resources

Which Key Resources do our 
Value Propositions require?

Our Distribution Channels? 
Customer Relationships?

Revenue Streams?

Channels

Through which channels do 
our Customer Segments want 
to be reached?

How are our Channels 
integrated?

Cost Structure

What are the most important costs inherent in our business model?

Which Key Resources are most expensive?

Which Key Activities are most expensive?

Revenue streams

For what value are our customers really willing to pay?
For what do they currently pay?
How are they currently paying?
How would they prefer to pay?

Source: Alexander Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur (2009). Business Model Generation. strategyzer.com
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Then it’s your operating model

26

Operating Model Wheel

Customer

Process 
design Role

design

Metrics

Information

Technology

Core
Functions

StructureGeography

Culture

Mgmt. 
discipline

Workforce 
capability

Sourcing

Policy

Customer

What is an Operating Model?

❑ An Operating Model is the combination of roles, skills, 

structures, processes, assets and technologies that 

allow any organisation to deliver on its service or 

product promises

❑ It is in effect the way the business is set up to deliver

VALUE (both in terms of the customer and in terms of 

the business) 

❑ The aspirational view of how the business is to be set 

up to deliver on Strategy is the Target Operating Model

❑ The Operating Model wheel is a useful tool to describe

▪ What changes are being made

▪ What are the primary impacts

▪ Where there are secondary impacts on other areas
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Start by creating value streams and understanding the implications

27

Network planning
Route 

planning
Selling

Sales and 
Ops planning

Pick up Transport Delivery
Delivery 

confirmation
Billing

Cash 
recovery

Example Issues

• Lack of planning tools
• Lack of planning 

capability
• Insufficient demand 

information
• Lack of strategic clarity

• Lack of planning tools
• Inaccurate demand 

information
• Contract variation
• Forecast inaccuracies 

(e.g. planned customer 
stop cancelled)

• Always starting from 
scratch (e.g. lack of 
templates/ tools)

• Lack of accurate pricing 
tools

• Absence of pricing 
discipline

• Absence of structured 
meetings

• Poor forecasting
• Inaccurate load 

information
• Sales outside of route 

capability

• Roster issues
• Unexpected goods
• Late cancellations 
• Documentation 

problems
• Wait times
• Consolidation errors

• Traffic congestion
• Unsecured items and 

damage

• Proof of Delivery issues
• Wait times to drop off

• Delays in confirmation 
paperwork at customer 
end

• Missing proof of 
deliveries

• Late billing
• Billing errors
• Failure to bill
• Rate leakage 

• Customer disputes
• Absence of proof
• Credit breaches 
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Each value stream ends in a customer – satisfying a want or need
So we must look at the “inside” process as well as the customer experience

28

Elements of current state review Expected outcomes

Outcomes

✓ Understood staff focus of effort

✓ Understood levels of Noise/Waste

✓ Identified causes of Noise and opportunity areas

✓ Quantified improvement opportunities

Operational Process Review

Customer Journey Mapping

Value Stream Mapping

Outcomes

✓ Understood customer needs to inform
▪ Development of Design Principles

▪ Future process and control framework design

▪ Alignment of technology modernisation and the path 
forward to improved customer experience outcomes

Outcomes

✓ Understood gaps and improvement areas across 
the value stream, particularly for more effective 
regulatory control and compliance practices

44%

20%

36%

COMPLAINANT JOURNEY MAP (CURRENT STATE)
Multiple touch points and re-streaming

Persona Scope of experience

Andy and Mary wanted to buy their dream 
home, and needed a mortgage to finance it. 
They received a high loan from the bank, 
which they now believe could be classified as 
irresponsible lending

The complainant s journey starts when Andy 
and Mary realise they should not have 
received this loan based on their situation, 
and ends when he receives compensation 

Phases Lodge complaint Resolution process Decision process

Customer 
thoughts 
& feelings

Customer 
actions

Teams

Fill out online complaint 
form & receive confirmation

Receive initial call 
from Case Manager

Receive info request 
& obtain ATO info

Receive email with 
Financial Firm info

Great, a case worker is 
allocated to my complaint

Apparently it was not 
the right person

Got my info, hope my case 
will be resolved soon

I don t understand the 
recommendations

Finally, a decision

Great, I received 
compensation

Registrations Workflow Case Mgmt. Fast Track Case Mgmt. Standard & Complex Case Support Ombudsman Ombudsman SupportWorkflow Case Mgmt. Standard & Complex

I can lodge a complaint, and 
the Agency will help me

A new case worker, I have to 
tell my whole story again

Why is it taking so long?

I believe that providing us this 
loan was irresponsible. What 
do I do now?

Who is this 
other person?

Send all info to 
Case Worker

Receive overdue 
response letter

I can t provide my ATO info 
on time, it takes 21 days

Complete IDR 
process

Receive call that case 
will be re-streamed

Receive call from 
new Case Manager

Why didn t they ask me 
for this info earlier?

Receive call to 
explain info

I still have the same case 
worker, and everything is 

clearly explained

Still no solution..

Receive call with 
recommendations

Receive written 
recommendations

Recommendations make 
sense, but it s still not resolved

Oh no, another contact 
person...

Receive call with 
decision

Receive written 
decision

Ask question about 
written decision

Go online to find 
complaint support

Time Frame

Receive 
compensation

Day 0 Day 75 Day 101 Day 175 

Contact point

Day 66

Do I really need to wait 
45 days?

Receive conciliation 
prep call

Rules

Of course, no response 
from the bank

Attend 
Conciliation

I hope we can resolve 
through conciliation

Day 141 Day 39

Timeframes are based on a sample of Casey data: Complaints closed in July 2019

1. Manage 
stakeholders

2. Understand risk & 
set policy and 

selection criteria

3. Educate health 
practitioners

4. Determine 
individual eligibility

5. Oversee 
laboratory 
operations

6. Provide 
product 
advice / 

approvals

7. Manage 
adverse 
events

8. Improve 
internal 
service 
delivery

9. Research

Receive 
docs

Certify docs
Take s’ment

bookings
Pre-s’ment

Scan, image & 
stream docs

Post-s’mentSettle
Disbursement 

details
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Resilience and Risk Practices

Upgrading the way we think about risk

29
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Some of the advice we can offer addresses

30

2. Simplification

3. Focus

4. Risk Intelligence

6. Strategy B thinking

7. Operating Model Design and 
scenario planning 

5. Embracing “antifragile” 
concepts

8. Business model flexibility

1. Leadership 
models

• People first
• Megatrend planning
• Resilience to accelerated change
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❑ Appropriately distributed authorities such as Mission Directed Leadership models

▪ Authorities are put close to the action

▪ Leaders are given clarity on Mission, Rules and Guidelines

▪ Leaders adapt by deciding on the best courses of action consistent with Mission and Guidelines without breaking the 
rules

LEADERSHIP: Think about your leadership model

31

Ensure people have the authority to act

Ensure teams have the information they need

People have the skills to detect changes in critical 
systems and processes

Trust needs to be maintained – transparency is key 
for this

Mission Directed Leadership Key elements of MDL model

Ensure staff members understand and buy-in to the 
“mission”

Provide a clear decision making framework (with 
clear distinction on rules and guidelines, and training)

Enable staff to grow and develop

Mission Statement
• Should provide the reason for the organisation’s existence
• Should act as an overarching guiding star
• Should encapsulate customer service and other strategic imperatives

Rules:
• Black and white
• Should be used 

sparingly 

• Simple process
• Legal
• Safety
• Risk 

Guidelines:
• Less rigid than 

rules
• Should be used 

liberally to 
empower staff

• Complex process
• Provides flexibility
• Enables tailored 

customer service
• Creates a 

customer centric 
culture

Objective 
Command

Subjective 
Empowerment

Mission Directed Leadership

Command and Control

with accountability and capability

Auftragstaktik

Subordinate leaders need to 
understand the intent of the 

orders (mission)

Subordinate leaders need to 
be given proper guidance 

(guidelines)

Subordinate leaders need to 
be trained and developed to 

act independently

Emphasis on mission
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Contact details and disclaimer
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Contact points for any questions or clarification of the content of this report can be directed to:

Report authors

Roger Perry +61 3 9663 5522 roger.perry@bevingtongroup.com

Jan Kautsky +61 432 419 404 jan.kautsky@bevingtongroup.com

Other enquiries can be directed to

Bevington Group 
Office

+61 3 9663 5522 admin@bevingtongroup.com

Bevington Group is a specialist consultancy providing the 
following services:

This report has been prepared in good faith on the basis of information provided by client staff and other sources of information available at the date of publication 
without any independent verification. It is the responsibility of the client management to ensure that their staff provide accurate information and that management are 
not aware of any issues that may impact the usefulness of the data for its intended purpose. Bevington Consulting Pty Ltd does not guarantee or warrant the accuracy, 
reliability, completeness or currency of the information in this report. Readers are responsible for their interpretation and actions based on the content of this 
publication. Bevington Consulting will not be liable for any loss, damage, cost or expense incurred or arising by reason of any person or organisation using or relying on 
information in this report for purposes other than its intended purpose.
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